Delivering Stellar and
Superior CX with an
Omnichannel Bot

Today’s next-level chatbots are playing an essential
role in delivering optimized customer experience—
and they are increasingly invisible doing it. In fact,
according to recent PwC research, nearly a third
of consumers surveyed can’t distinguish bot- or
human-delivered customer service, with nearly 40%
of respondents crediting bots for superior experience.
With anytime-anywhere access across all channels,
the HGS CX Bot enables agents to collect customer
information all along the journey, with asynchronous,
frictionless, and faster experience. Employing
collective synergies of artificial intelligence (AI),
machine learning, natural language processing
(NLP), and our conversational design experience,
our CX Bots enhance customer satisfaction and
drive increased conversions and brand affinity.

According to Oracle,
80% of businesses
surveyed said they
already use or plan to
use chatbots by 2020.

HGS CX Bot Features
We design, deploy, and integrate our HGS solution
across app, messaging, website, or voice with several
applied models:
• Agent-assist Bot
• Agent-training Bot
• Customer-facing Bot

While our CX bots are highly customized brand ambassadors, standard
to all of these HGS Chatbot deployments are HGS signature:
• 24x7 Support

• Parallel Processing

• Instant Answers

• IVA, Authentication, Commerce, CSAT

• Consistent and Recorded Answers
• Instant Transactions

• Cross-Channel (Social, Text, Chat, Conversational
Interface, Phone) and Asynchronous Support

• Programmability/Integrateability

• Non-invasive, Technology Agnostic

• Call Deflection

• Alignment with RPA Bot, for More Processing
Streamlining

• Compliance, such as HIPAA, Financial
Regulations
• Live transfer
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• Facial Recognition
• Sentiment Analysis and Predictive Analytics
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HGS CX Bot Delivers:
Pivoting
Channel pivoting solution pivots user according to preference, from voice, web, or social
site to chat or messaging on any device, while maintaining context.

Platform-Agnostic Adaptability
We partner with best-in-class enterprise platforms, including Microsoft, IBM, Amazon
Web Services (AWS), and Google.

Seamless, Fast Deployment
In from 30 to 60 days, HGS gets our clients up and running, on their schedules with fast
and sustained outcomes—from cost-containment to revenue generation support.

Amazing CX Through Self-Service
Stellar service includes usability optimization, decision trees, knowledge base integration,
interactive videos, content pushes, co-browsing, and pivots to voice support.

HGS sets our clients apart with key differentiators—in terms of our CX Bot technology, process, and
support. Many of today’s transformation providers do not have the customer service expertise or a
strong CX knowledge base. HGS’s distinctiveness is our customer service expertise of nearly 50
years—in fact, optimized customer experience is core to all the transformation outcomes we
drive for our clients. Additionally, HGS sets ourselves apart with:
• Partnerships with best-in-class enterprise platforms including Microsoft, IBM, Amazon Web
Services (AWS), and Google
• A uniquely scalable and sustainable solution
• Domain expertise: From healthcare to financial, insurance, telecom or retail expertise, we can
bring B2C expertise from a range of industries that are ahead of the consumerism demand curve,
in terms of people, process, and technology
• Custom-fit solutions and a platform agnostic approach that is customizable to client needs.
• Innovation expertise, with BPO and domain experience as a creative hub for business disruption
strategy, creation, deployment, and testing
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Ask Next-Gen Solutions
HGS CX Bot drives breakthrough
transformation for our clients, with real
outcomes like:

Next-Gen Solutions Says:
“Welcome, how can we help you
today, John?”

Enhanced CSAT, Potential Cost
Savings of up to 30%, Increased
Customer Interaction and Sales, New
Customer Reach, Customer Insights,
Customer Cross-Sell/Upsell with
Increased Lead Generation

John Asked:
“Yes, I need help with purchasing
the right laptop protection plan.
What do you offer?”

Next-Gen Solutions Says:
“No problem, John, click this link to
view all of our available plans.”
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HGS CX Bot: Smarter Experience with
a Unified Omnichannel Approach

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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